the
redevelopment
book

This book is a part of the exhibition ‘Being Nicely Messy’ produced for the Audi Urban Futures Initiatives
Award, 2012. The contents of this book are indicative and are meant to lead to further research. This book
should not be considered as an exhaustive / comprehensive output, but is more of a representative piece.

As land is exhausted in Mumbai, new property is developed
largely through redevelopment. Here the agency of the
builder/developer

has

taken

centre

stage.

The

new

redevelopments tend to be highly unsustainable as inside floorarea seems more important than outside space and the focus is
on using expensive materials rather than energy efficient
technologies. The maintenance of new buildings is generally
about five times that of the old ones. Moreover, the new building

typologies do not seem to be sensitive to local cultures and
environmental aspects. These factors force the older occupants
out of the property as the new development is not only more
expensive, but also does not respond to their social needs.

This tool-box is designed for the old occupants as a checklist of
things that they should ensure while redeveloping their
properties so that they are not forced out of the new
developments.

THE PROCESS OF REDEVELOPMENT

1
PREPERATORY STAGE
Consent of members
Appointment of redevelopment
consultants, and legal advisors, Collection
of documents related to land and
permissibility on it, Study of Feasibility
related to finances and spaces
This process can be carried out through
various models :
1. Society mobilizes funds and appoints a
contractor to redevelop. All surplus is
shared between the society members
2. Society borrows money from an
investor and develops the property.
The surplus property is shared
between investor and society
members
3. Society appoints a developer who
redevelops the property with a fixed
incentive to each society members in
terms of extra area and corpus.
Beyond this incentive, the surplus is
kept by the developer

Preparation of tender to invite developers
/ contractors/ investors.
Quotes evaluated on three aspects: extra
area, corpus and design
Appointment of developers / contractors /
financiers and Execution of agreements

2
PLANNING STAGE
Preparation of plans –

(This book focuses on design details that
the residents should pay attention to
during the plan making process)
Finalization of specifications
Approval and permissions

Guarantees
Transit accommodation and arrangement
of rents
Handing over of property for
redevelopment

3
CONSTRUCTION
Mobilization of man power and material
by the contractor

4
POST OCCUPANCY MANAGEMENT
Appointment of managing committee

Periodic meetings with the developer,
contractor, project management
consultants and redevelopment
consultant to monitor schedules and
evaluate work

Setting up systems and rules for:
1. Security
2. Maintenance of installations – water
pumps, lifts, electrical and Plumbing
3. Management of Insurance and
guarantees
4. Rules for different kinds of
occupancies and uses – tenants,
parking, use of terraces, etc.

Necessary steps for non performance and
delays

Appointment of building manager,
accountant, auditor

Examination after completion of work ,
Documentation (CC and OC) guarantees,
taking over from developer.

Setting up annual event calendar and
following it

Setting up monitoring systems
Appointment of project management
consultants

Periodic examination of the premises and
undertaking repairs and maintenance if
required

NEW KINDS OF APARTMENTS

ADVANTAGES OF LOW RISE BUILDINGS

LIGHT & VENTILATION ISSUES

ADVANTAGES OF NOT HAVING COMPOUND WALS

BUILDING SKINS

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MESURES

FUND MANAGEMENT

BUILDING MANAGMENT

Society members of newly redeveloped properties will bear increased
monthly maintenance charges for their apartments due to:

Most new Societies face three issues that create conflict amongst
members:

1. New increased Property Taxes
2. Increased Maintenance (due to new facilities like gymnasiums,
gardens, terraces, etc.)
3. Insurances, annual maintenance costs of facilities like lifts, closed
circuit televisions, pumps, intercom systems, etc.
4. Increased charges of water and electricity as consumption
increases
5. Costs of security, small-maintenance contractors, etc.

1. Parking related matters are increasingly becoming central for
conflict amongst members of the society. With each household
beginning to own multiple cars, such conflicts will only increase.
2. Issues related to difference in practices of old and new owner
members of the society often causes conflicts. Such difference is
most acute between the old owner members and the renters.
3. Issues related to maintenance of buildings can cause conflicts. The
most common one is the issue of leakage from the house above.

The new outgoings in redeveloped properties increase by about 500%
than the old outgoings

The Managing committee needs to ensure that the following steps to
minimize such conflicts in the society:

However, the new societies can think of many possibilities to offset
some of the above maintenance costs. Income can be generated from:
1. Parking fees
2. Deposits and charges from rented apartments
3. Providing common facilities like terraces, gardens, community halls
on hire
4. Allowing hoardings and telecom towers on the premises on rental
basis
5. Saving some part of the corpus amount earned while
redevelopment and investing it.

1. Hold periodic community events with all concerned - owners,
tenants, maintenance contractors, service workers etc. These can
be organized either on quarterly basis or during festivals. This will
ensure cohesion and many conflicts will get resolved.
2. The Society should hire qualified and experienced managers,
accountants and security personnel.
3. The Managing Committee should meet every fortnight and discuss
problems and plans.
4. A maintenance calendar and an investment calendar should be
maintained
5. Excessive rules should be avoided as it is extremely difficult to
follow them.

